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WFA 1.1.1 Release Notes

These release notes describe new features, limitations, fixed issues, and known issues for Workflow
Automation (WFA) 1.1.1.

WFA Overview
Workflow Automation (WFA) is a software solution that helps automate storage management tasks
such as storage provisioning, migration, decommissioning, and cloning.

Customers can use WFA to build workflows that do exactly what their processes specify. The result
is a high degree of automation resulting in a lower possibility of misconfiguration, shorter time to
market, and lower cost of management.

A workflow, defined as a repetitive and procedural task that consists of sequential steps, can include
the following types of tasks:

• Provisioning, migrating, or decommissioning storage for databases or file systems
• Setting up a new virtualization environment, including storage switches and datastores
• Setting up storage for an application as part of an end-to-end orchestration process

Storage architects can define the workflows to follow the best practices and meet the organizational
requirements, such as the following:

• Naming conventions
• Setting unique options for storage objects
• Selecting resources
• Integration with internal CMDB, Ticketing applications

New features
WFA 1.1.1 includes all the new features introduced in WFA 1.1, and provides important bug fixes.

• Synchronous web services interfaces: Web service to execute a workflow and synchronous wait
for its completion

• LDAP enhancements: Defines multiple group names that are mapped to a role Support secured
LDAP (LDAPS) for WFA login (authentication)

• Security fixes: Introduces high priority security-related fixes

WFA 1.1.1 also contains the following new functions:

• Next Name Padded By
• replace First
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• to Upper

New and changed commands
WFA 1.1.1 supports several new and changed commands introduced in WFA 1.1. You should be
aware of these new and changed commands to effectively use the command-line interface.

The following is a list of the new commands for the WFA 1.1.1 functionality:

• Stop dedup
• Send email
• Create Snapshot
• Copy FSID
• Increase LUN size
• Remove initiators from IGroup
• Add initiators to IGroup
• Create VM Snapshot
• Remove VM Snapshot

The following is a list of the modified commands for the WFA 1.1.1 functionality:

• Create VSM - Add parameter to command to allow setting compression on the relationship
• Add target qtee name for Create QSM command
• Add new cmdlet Connect-WfaVIServer to WFAWrapper

Limitations
You must be aware of constraints on some features as you use WFA.

Exporting a
workflow also
exports all
functions

WFA provides the capability to export an object and all of its dependencies
(for example, a workflow and all of the commands used by the workflow).
When an object uses a function, there is no way to determine all of the
functions that are used by the object. To handle this situation, when exporting
an object, WFA exports all of the user-created functions as well.

Resource data
from first
database only
entered to cache

When deciding on the type of data source (for example, DFM server) that will
be connected to WFA, storage administrators should be aware that when using
more than two data sources (for example, two DFM servers) with an object
that is present in more than one database, only the data from the first database
discovered is entered to the cache.
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Related documentation for WFA

The following documentation is available on the WFA Community site (https://
communities.netapp.com/community):

• Workflow Automation (WFA) 1.1 Installation and Setup Guide, revision 1.7
• Online reference help: WFA 1.1 Reference Guide
• SOAP interface 2.0: WFA Web services primer
• Scale guidelines: WFA 1.1 Scale Recommendations
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WFA system requirements

You must ensure that the designated Virtual Machine (VM) or a physical host server meets at least
the minimum requirements to properly install and run WFA.

The requirements are listed in the following table:

Feature Minimum Recommended

Operating system Windows Server 2008 R2

Windows Server 2008 SP2

Windows Server 2003

Windows Server 2008 R2

RAM 3 GB 4 GB

Free disk space 10 GB 20 GB

CPU 1 gigahertz (GHz) or faster, 32-
bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64)
processor

2.27 GHz or faster, 64-bit (x64)
processor, 2 core

Compatibility with OnCommand versions

• WFA 1.0.x -- OnCommand 4.0.x and 5.0.x releases (monitoring 7-Mode objects only)
• WFA 1.1.x -- OnCommand 4.0.x releases (monitoring 7-Mode objects only) and 5.0.x releases

(monitoring Cluster-Mode and 7-Mode objects)
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Fixed issues

Some known issues were fixed in WFA 1.1.1.

The following is a list of the major known issues fixed in WFA 1.1.1:

• Migrate 'Set CIFS Share Acl' and 'Remove CIFS Share ACLs' commands for vFiler units
• Reservation - LUNs are created and mapped, additional activities still show the same LUN

mapping
• Create Qtree - Quota is registered in the /etc/quotas but is not active at the end of the command
• Reference Manual - Deleted flows appear in the generated ref manual
• ASUP configuration should be enabled by default
• Make AAC and ARR work only with objects returned by a finder (define node), leaving attributes

of a define node untouched
• Acquisition might fail on duplicate key when restoring databases from earlier versions
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Known issues

Some unexpected and potentially undesired behaviors are known to affect functionality in this release
of WFA. You can take actions to work around some of these behaviors.

LDAP authentication does not work in Perl

Issue WFA enables LDAP-based authentication between the WFA service and a
target array. When using Perl, the LDAP authentication does not work.

Cause This option is only available for PoSH-based commands.

Corrective action When using Perl, the array credentials must be specified using the Match
option of either Exact or Pattern.

WFA does not start after installation on some Windows 2008
R2 64bit servers

Issue In rare instances, WFA does not start after the installation on some Windows 2008
R2 64-bit servers.

Cause There are two possible causes:

• WFA was not installed with Administrator rights.
• WFA JavaService did not start correctly on that server.

Corrective
action

To correct this problem, uninstall WFA and re-install it as Administrator.

If this does not resolve the issue, check if there are files in the log directory (for
example, C:\program files\netapp\wfa\jboss\server\default\log; this
path might vary based on the installation path used when installing WFA).

• If there are files in the directory, contact your technical support representative.
• If there are no files in the directory, perform the following steps:

1. Replace the WFA JavaService by performing the following steps:

a. Download the following Java runtime exe (16 MB) and install to the
default path:
ftp://ftp.netapp.com/pub/home/yaronh/pub/jre-6u24-

windows-x64.exe
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b. Download the following Java service exe (150 KB) to the WFA Bin
folder (for example, C:\program Files\NetApp\WFA\Bin):
ftp://ftp.netapp.com/pub/home/yaronh/pub/

JavaService.exe

2. Edit system registry settings:

a. Open Regedit.

b. Navigate to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet
\services\NA_WFA_SRV and change the Image path key to point at the
new service (for example, from NA_WFA_SRV.exe to
JavaService.exe).

c. Navigate to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet
\services\NA_WFA_SRV\Parameters and modify as follows:

• Change the JVM_Library key to point to the new java runtime (c:
\Program Files\java\jre6\bin\server\jvm.dll).

• Increase the Perm_Gen size from 96m to 128m (-
XX:MaxPermSize=128m).

3. Restart the NetApp WFA server service.

4. Check the log directory (for example, C:\program files\netapp\wfa
\jboss\server\default\log) to verify there are files.
If there are files in the directory, the issue should be resolved.
If there are no files in the directory, contact your technical support
representative.
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Copyright © 1994–2012 NetApp, Inc. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.

No part of this document covered by copyright may be reproduced in any form or by any means—
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How to send your comments

You can help us to improve the quality of our documentation by sending us your feedback.

Your feedback is important in helping us to provide the most accurate and high-quality information.
If you have suggestions for improving this document, send us your comments by email to 
doccomments@netapp.com. To help us direct your comments to the correct division, include in the
subject line the product name, version, and operating system.

You can also contact us in the following ways:

• NetApp, Inc., 495 East Java Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 U.S.
• Telephone: +1 (408) 822-6000
• Fax: +1 (408) 822-4501
• Support telephone: +1 (888) 463-8277
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